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“But scientists have learned that free play isn’t just something children like to do—it’s something 
they need to do. Play keeps kids physically active… It also exercises their minds and their creativity. 
More than anything else, play teaches children how to work together and, at the same time, how to 
be alone. It teaches them how to be human.” To explore why play is important for adults too, look 
here. 
PROMPT: How can play be a catalyst for lateral thinking? What are the consequences of a lack of play for 
children and adults? How can you build more play into your work schedule?

“In the Venn diagram of contemporary music, hip-hop and musical theater have little overlap, but 
that is the space in which Lin-Manuel Miranda lives, the space that birthed the new hit musical, 
Hamilton.” To experience Miranda’s musical exploration, listen to this playlist of “The Sounds 
that Shaped Hamilton.”  
PROMPT: How is Hamilton an expression of lateral thinking? How is Hamilton the culmination of 
Miranda’s broad exploration?

“The joy of watching Chef’s Table: France is to see how vividly impossible visions or abstract 
thoughts can become works of art, as intensely flavorful as they are visually striking. Most great 
art, after all, exists to appeal to one or two senses. But food works to entice all five: sight, sound, 
smell, touch, taste.” After reading this article, choose an episode from Chef’s Table: France to 
watch and answer the question below with your partner. 
PROMPT: How are the dishes featured on Chef’s Table the culmination of lateral thinking mindset, synthesis, 
and communication?

“From New Yorker covers to Instagram sketches, illustrator Christoph Niemann plays with 
abstraction and interactivity - - and questions authenticity.” For more of Niemann’s work, check 
out his Sunday Sketches here and even more art here! 
PROMPT: How is Niemann’s art an expression of lateral thinking, and how does this impact his audience? 
Where does he find or seek out the fuel for lateral thinking?
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